Toro timesaver reviews

Luckily, these devices cut the time consumed in grass-cutting by half, and the credits go to
their larger cutting width and swifter movement. Being one of the most talked-about products in
the semi-professional riding mowers range, it sets the bar quite high for rider comfort. It comes
equipped with a breakthrough MyRIDE suspension system that assures optimal comfort while
driving. This V-twin engine ensures consistently smooth and uninterrupted performance for
years. Not to forget, this product is powered by gas and assures optimal fuel economy, which
screams value for money. Speaking of product safety, the Toro TimeCutter HD comes
well-equipped with a sturdy engine guard that protects the motor from accidental damage.
Furthermore, this product also features a 10 gauge all-steel construction that extends overall
product life to a great extent. Last but not least, its automatic parking brakes make it more
convenient for beginners too. Unlike most of the typical lawnmowers, it offers greater variable
control. Also, this product stands out with an advanced zero-turn radius feature. As a result,
you get to cover a greater area under a shorter time. Furthermore, this model also comes
equipped with a re-engineered grass cutting deck, which contributes to an even smoother grass
cutting experience. As a bonus, you get an advanced side discharge slot, which enhances user
convenience by a notch. It also flaunts a gauge steel construction frame for long-lasting
durability. Equipped with a inch razor-sharp blade setting, this machine holds its own against
many heavy-duty riding mowers in the market. Also, it can get your job done by cutting the
average time consumed in lawn mowing by half. However, this product makes it even better
with its adjustable speed control, and the credits go to its hydrostatic transmission setting. This
feature enables the machine to offer optimal rider control to the driver, making it suitable for
beginners. Similar to my previous pick, this model also comes equipped with a inch blade
system that guarantees a clear cut mowing experience. However, it beats the SS in terms of
versatility. To be more precise, it offers a wider variety in vehicular speed, which makes it easier
to cover larger areas within less time. Also, you can easily choose between its multiple
trimming and mowing settings, which gives you total control of the process. However, similar to
the TimeCutter HD unit, this product is quite large in size. The final trick up my sleeve is,
without a doubt, the most efficient Toro product for personal use. The SS unit is one of the
highest-rated compact lawnmowers manufactured by the brand, making waves with the vast
array of features it offers at such a bargain-basement price. Not everyone is searching for
heavy-duty or semi-professional lawnmowers; I come across many who just need a compact
product for personal use. It also comes equipped with a set of convenient washout ports,
partially relieving the stress of cleaning it frequently. Despite being designed for personal use,
this product supports the iconic zero-turn radius feature, which gives it an instant advantage
over most of the small-duty mowers in the market. It gets even better as this product comes
equipped with industrial-grade convenience features such as automatic parking brakes. Lastly, I
love how this machine raises the bar higher for rider comfort with its inch extra tall seat. The
user-friendly features such as zero-turn radius and MyRIDE suspension that these products
offer defines value for money at its best. With that being said, I hope that my Toro review could
help you at least a little at finding the lawnmower you were searching for. Read our buying
guide for zero turn mowers before you proceed with your purchase. We may earn an affiliate
commission when you buy through links on our site. Check Price on Amazon. Table of
Contents. T his mower will trim your lawn maintenance time almost in half, along with
impressing your whole neighborhood with a pristine yard. When offered to test this beautiful
beast, it was accepted with great excitement and joy. Open sites, the legendary St. Andrews
Links, and even the Super Bowl. The 2 point height adjustment and Personal Pace Automatic
Drive System make it easy to navigate any lawn. Options to mulch, bag, or use the side
discharge provide many ways to maintain your lawn, and the easy connect washout port makes
cleanup a breeze. Setup was so simple we thought we were forgetting something. A few cut zip
ties here and tighten a couple knobs there, and it was ready for juice. Toro also offers some
great tips on fuel to keep your mower running for years to come. Changing from mulching,
bagging, or using the side discharge can be done with ease. Never seeming to pull you along or
having problems with inclines it tackles lawns like it should. One slight downfall is not having
the option to mow without using the Personal Pace system, but the function and operation of
the mower erases that from the mind. With such a large deck one might think the Toro
TimeMaster might be somewhat difficult to handle around trees and shrubs, but the sleek,
lightweight design disproves those thoughts quickly. Toro offers a wide variety of financing
solutions to aid in the cost as well. I owned 4 of these in less than a year. After using the new
one 3 times the plastic piece that stabilizes the cable to engage the blades snapped in 2, got a
new one. I go to pick up the mower at the home depot store and again the plastic piece that
stabilizes the cable to engage the blade is broken in half. Got a new mower. Used the new
mower 2 times and 32 days later on the 3rd time the plastic piece that stabilizes the cable to

engage the blade, again, snaps in half. I will say, the cut was good. The engine did not have
enough power to cut longer grass even on the highest height setting when mulching. Bogged
down and stalled all the time. Not to mention I was forced to take a Home depot Credit even
though I paid cash for this hunk of junk. My experience, even after two years is as reported in
this article; easy start, quick mowing, and It pulverizes grass. However, there are two design
problems that cause minor issues with the TimeMaster 30 even for the retail customer. The main
problem is that the blades do too good at mulching grass up into a paste in any of the three
modes of cutting, because it cuts so well. So in order to mulch, the grass must be super dry,
super thin, and not very high lest the deck will quickly clog up and the engine will bog down. So
one has to keep an eye on the discharge and swipe out by hand periodically in thick or tall
grass even though it should be able to expel grass at the same rate as it cuts. Had a cable
holder break under warranty the first year. Shop fixed it in one day. No trouble since. First time I
started it, it took about 12 pulls. Since then, no more than 2. Usually one. Wheels and deck and
handle are better quality than typical retail mowers but not to the level of commercial, but lighter
than commercial. Love the Personal pace, handle adjustments and handle quality is exemplary.
Contrary to the review, the PP can be bypassed. Super-simple assembly. Uses regular 30 weight
small engine oil SAE30 for all seasons. When grass starts getting thick in mid Summer, I can no
longer mulch or bag, and in real thick grass, even in side-discharge mode, the deck chute will
sometimes clog causing the engine to bog down. Going to replace blades this season with high
lift. Some say this helps. The mower cuts through anything as long as the deck is not clumped
up, but when that does happen, it does not cut well until one stops and cleans it out. Last year,
this began to be a problem in July. It was a very wet Summer and so last year was particularly a
problem using this mower in only my back yard. Oil change via turning mower on its side. I put
the handle straight up and tilt the mower over letting the handle rest on the mulching plug and
the oil filler over the top of my drain pan. Turn it back upright and refill. Easy as pie. Wash out
the deck via the same tilting method. Gas and oil does not leak out with caps on. I have cut
lawns for For many it will work well if the cutting environment ticks all the boxes as it does a
great job in a quick time. Being a pressed and not fabricatied deck the side discharge outlet is
not a full depth opening to the ground and this is where wet or if even cutting tall dry grass can
catch on the bottom metal bar then build up. The curved baffle in the deck also inhibits the flow
of grass when side discharging. I use it on selected sites that are suitable to basically save time.
It catches great and once you get use to the personal pace speed control, size and weight it is
quite manoeuvreable. Plus side: Its wide and starts easy. Again, no time savings there either.
Kill switch is junk. Start your own personal work out program and stop being lazy for incline
position. Generally speaking â€” I am happy with my TimeMaster. It does reduce mowing time
and does a good job â€” yard looks good. I have had one issue â€” the gear box failed â€”
which was a defect due to some parts not being hardened properly no cost to fix. It took several
weeks to get the fix done â€” so the yard was super long when I did get the mower back. It
continues to start easy and all maintenance I can do myself. Blades are starting to look like they
need replacement but I can get one more season out of them 4th year. Best fix â€” use the side
discharge especially in wet spring mows â€” solves the clogging issue. I have used the bagger
â€” it does a decent job â€” as good as the Super Recycler. Only complaint is I hit something,
and the threaded part that you hook the hose up to, to wash out the underside, snapped off. The
other part that moves in and out like a quick release garden hose thing was still attached to the
washout port elbow â€” just the part that you screw your hose into snapped off. We are both
looking at the schematics for the mower I have and it shows a threaded elbow that the part I
need screws onto. Argued with her for 10 mins. She and supervisor just kept insisting the part
is threaded on. Got so frustrated finally called headquarters, stated my problem and asked for
someone to talk to. Get a pair of adjustable pliers, grab ahold and pull. Popped right off!!! Got
the part off and have now ordered 2 in case it happens again. Upshot, just beware that what the
schematic shows may not be the caseâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦.. Adrianne, Sorry you had such a hard time
getting this resolved. Please remember that the top part of this part IS threaded for the hose
connection, and this is probably why it is listed as a threaded part, even though just part of it
has threads.. Of course, no lawnmower manufacturer would ever consider making threads in
the deck of the lawnmower given they use all different types of material including some plastics,
and then the thickness of the deck for that area would make them have to design the deck
differently, which they would never do either.. I have never seen a Toro lawn mower that worked
great for most people and have read dozens of reviews of these newer ones having all kinds of
issues.. And Snapper was probably the first mower to actually design the underside of the deck
to really help vacuum up all the grass, and that early design has always been the best. It was
called the Hi-Vac system.. All the Toro mowers I have ever used for neighbors, etc. Trying to sell
mine now because it is too difficult to maneuver. I have a slight incline in my yard and after

using the timemaster I am beat. This is a great mower. The larger deck goes a long way to cut
down on mow time even for a push. Nice recap and rating. So many mixed reviews on this
mower.. Needs a bigger gas tank. Needs a fabricated or cast aluminum deck. Possibly a Honda
engine. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Home
Featured. Key Features: 8. For more challenging areas with uneven terrain, the Traction-Assist
Handle can help monitor your speed, and keep you mowing at a comfortable pace. Now you
have the freedom to step away from the mower to move an obstacle or empty the grass bag
without having to restart every time. See retailer for warranty details. With the price tag it's not
your mower on a budget, but for larger yards and those looking to save time it is a great piece
of equipment. Not to mention those larger strips in the grass do look pretty darn nice! Design 8.
Operation 9. Maneuverability 9. Value 9. Everything except as listed below is stellar regarding
this mower. Side chute too easily comes off. Bagger fills up very quickly even though its rather
large. Has anyone tried the new model? Curious if it solves some of these clogging problems.
Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. How much is your time
worth? The Toro 30 in lawn mower, the TimeMaster, really does save time and space. It also
does so in an easy-to-use package. Homeowners and professionals alike are drawn to
innovation. From my first riding mower to my first reel mower, one question was always the
same, does the innovation make good on its claim? Of course, that forward movement would be
useless without the wide Dual-Force twin blade cutting system. With the plug out and the grass
bag on, the TimeMaster is a beast. This is where the Blade Stop system comes in especially
useful. Upon engaging the blade, the power of the engine roars to meet the need. Push down a
little on the handle, and the mower moves a little. This feature allows for two different operating
handle heights. More importantly, the lever enables the handle to be at a fixed degree angle to
the mower. This cuts the square footage needed to store it in half. For my first pass with the
Toro 30 in lawn mower, I used the mulch setting at the E height which is 2. The 2-point
height-of-cut allows for quick adjusting of deck height from a low of 1. My small and
compartmented patches of Zoysia grass that normally takes 40 minutes to mow only took 25
minutes. The mower delivered a uniform cut across the lawn with fine clippings. I found the
Personal Pace Self-Propel system easy, even natural, to use. Combined, they increased the
ability to make tight turns without substantially slowing down. Then the Toro 30 in lawn mower
showed its true colors when I dropped the deck to the F setting for a 1. Every season I scalp my
Zoysia. After a good amount of rain and, even with bagging, a fair amount of clippings, the lawn
is too thick. I took the rear discharge plug out and put the grass bag in its place. The
TimeMaster took the challenge like a champ, only bogging down in the slightest when the bag
was completely full. And fill the bag it did! Where other mowers would struggle to fill the bag
with all of that material, the TimeMaster did not fail to collect. I was genuinely impressed at the
vacuum-like action of the mower with the grass bag attached. Even the clippings normally just
kicked around on the driveway or sidewalk were sucked up with ease. Despite the uneven
terrain, the Toro inch lawn TimeMaster lawn mower gave me a smooth and level finish. The
Quick Stow lever really does make storage quick and much more efficient use of space in the
garage. The weight. Also, this power comes at a cost: thirst. That cc engine is thirsty. The
Personal Pace Self-Propel system, 2 point height-of-cut adjustment, Quick Stow lever, and
washout port add up to time-saving goodness. The features that win the day, though? We like
green â€” and what can be more green than a rechargeable lawn mower? This new rechargeable
mower also offers a self propelled feature which allows users to adjust the mowing speed to
their personal pace so they can achieve great cutting results with minimal effort. I hate mowing
the grass. Somebody at Husqvarna obviously agrees because they invented the Automower It is
silent. While its not for those living on an acre of land, the mower is perfect and designed for
people responsible for around square feet or less of lawn area. The tool cuts with the power of
lithium-ion, and since it is quiet, it can cut at any time of day or night without worry. My old
mower was a conventional walk behind with a single cutting blade. Having more time, and more
storage definitely out weigh the cost of entry! Love mine used to take a strong 40 minutes to
mow my back yard [ i keep it thick in the summer to hold water] roommate timed me i did it in 14
minutes , on fast pace 9 minutes. Just had a belt brake on my mower, come to find out each
blade is turned by different belts, so when the belt broke one blade stop and the other one
continue to turn! Which caused the blades to hit one another! Completely destroyed both
blades and one spindle! Has anyone else had this problem? I wrote to TORO and they blew me
off. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary

cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Pro Rating. Build Quality Ergonomics Features Cutting Power Runtime 7. Value 8.
Overall Score 9. Tags: lawnmower. About The Author. Related articles. Connect with. Notify of.
Oldest Newest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. Malik Newton. Jason Kingsnorth. Robert
Robinson. I guess they are like cousins to the Toro! Jonathan Karel. View Replies 2. Don
Hughes. Went through 2 of them. John Wallace. Doug Iuliano. View Replies 1. Close Menu. Our
site uses cookies. By continuing to use our site you are agreeing to our Cookie Policy. Accept
Reject. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while
you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary
are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Would love your
thoughts, please comment. Having reviewed and used dozens of ZT mowers over the years, our
team likes to stay up to date. We want to test and review the latest advances and technologies
manufacturers integrate and migrate into both commercial and residential products. This
updated zero-turn mower features some compelling new upgrades over the MX that should
appeal to those shopping for a ZT in this price range. You still get the gauge fabricated deck
and reinforced leading edges across the entire front of the deck to protect against minor
impacts and abrasions. The commercial-level Speeds are unchanged with the Smart Speed
system. You get up to 7 MPH in Mow mode, 5. Now, while much is the same, Toro made
significant changes as well. While the deck still has a foot pedal lift, the pedal itself has a beefier
build quality than before. Toro also now utilizes a more commercial-style drop-pin height
adjustment system instead of a lever. Toro designed these new caster hubs for easy
replacementâ€”removing a pain point for dealers when dealing with damage. The step-through
front-end model features a split footrest and lowered axle that lets you quickly exit the mower
when you need to pick up debris. A fixed rubber floor mat reduces vibration to your heels while
driving. You also get a new under-seat cubby to stash things like sticks, small toys, avocados,
and whatever else you might come across in your yard while mowing. While they kept the Smart
Speed system, Toro moved it to the right side of the mower to get it away from your legs while
mowing. We got very curious about the Smart Speed system and quickly began looking under
the chassis to see how it worked. This ingenious system actually mechanically adjusts the
throw-arms from the two lap bars. This lets Toro use the same hydrostatic transmission while
delivering three different speed ranges. Toro went with a pair of ZT hydrostatic transmissions.
Air filters also change without a single tool. Just pop open the rear cover, reach in, and remove
and replace the filter. One last thingâ€”in addition to that 3-year limited residential warranty,
Toro now adds a hour commercial use warranty for mowers using their Toro engines. For the
commercial guy, speed plays a big part in the purchasing decision. For residential use, we
typically see them well under those mph levels of a commercial mower costing twice the price.
The same goes for the Toro TimeCutter zero-turn mower. The Toro commercial V-twin engine
effortlessly drives this mower across grass. The high-back seat feels comfortable at all speeds.
The mower jostles a bit while mowing for sureâ€”but it never felt jarring at the seat. The deck is
well-isolated from the chassis. We found the armrests a bit low for our likingâ€”a minor issue.
The cup holder on the left and storage tray on the right make for a nice touch. The dampeners
on the lap bars really give them the perfect amount of resistance for steering at any speed.
Finally, we liked the oversized fenders which did a great job protecting us from sprayâ€”a
common occurrence when cutting Florida grasses. You get a 3-gallon gas tank on the Toro
Timecutter That limits commercial use somewhat but should allow for plenty of residential
acreage before having to refuel. Toro made it super-easy to adjust your cutting height. On the
Toro Time Cutter ZT mower, you just push down on the deck lift pedal with your foot, relocate
the height pin, and release the deck back down. You can vary the height from 1. Toro also made
it easy to adjust the height of the anti-scalp rollers. Do this whenever you significantly modify
your cutting height. As mentioned earlier, Smart Speed lets you adjust the maximum driving
mode or speed while keeping the blade tip speed constant. To adjust the speed, put the mower
into neutral, disengage the blade, and adjust the Smart Speed lever located on your right below
the seat to the desired setting. Much goes into deciding on a new zero-turn mower. For
residential use, that may involve a careful look at the warranty and features. For commercial
users, the dealer relationship and serviceability are key. They added practical new features like
an upgraded cut height system, storage cubby, easier walk-through front, and replaceable cast
aluminum spindles. They kept the features that already made this mower a great choiceâ€”like
Smart Speed and the premium seatâ€”but made them better. The mower drives great, services

easily, and comes with a great 3-year warranty. For those who need something a bit larger than
the Toro TimeMaster push mowers, the TimeCutter line might be worth looking into. Get more
information from the Toro website. When he's not remodeling part of his house or playing with
the latest power tool, Clint enjoys life as a husband, father, and avid reader. Clint also heads up
the Pro Tool Innovation Awards, an annual awards program honoring innovative tools and
accessories across the trades. The challenge was to find the least expensive, gas powered
pressure washer available to us locally. Since these tend to be a little on the heavy side of
things, we opted to forgo an on-line deal because of the shipping cost and to fulfill our need for
instant purchase gratification. The Troy Bilt Pressure Washer fit the bill. The 4-cycle trimmer
comes with just the string trimmer attachment, but does include both a bump head and a
pro-style head that facilitates easy string replacement and will handle larger diameter string and
more efficiently to boot. I stand correctedâ€¦my local Toro guy has informed me that the hydros
are available on the Timecutter model , but the other Timecutters have the lighter duty or
hydros. Whereas all the Titan models have the more heavy duty hydros with charge pumps. My
local Toro dealer informs me that the Timecutter models have the lighter duty transmissions
and that to get the ZT, you have to upgrade to the Titan model. Perhaps this has changed based
on what your article indicates. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Recommendation The inch Toro TimeCutter ZT adds new
features like an upgraded cut height system, storage cubby, easier walk-through front, and
replaceable cast aluminum spindles. Toro even upgraded the seat and relocated the Smart
Speed control to the right side to get it away from your legs. Want more? Join our newsletter
and get the latest tool reviews every week! Tags: zero turn. About The Author. Clint DeBoer
When he's not remodeling part of his house or playing with the latest power tool, Clint enjoys
life as a husband, father, and avid reader. Related articles. Connect with. Notify of. I agree to the
Terms and Privacy Policy. The comment form collects your name, email and content to allow us
keep track of the comments placed on the website. Please read and accept our website Terms
and Privacy Policy to post a comment. Newest Oldest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. Jeffrey
Lowe. Close Menu. Our site uses cookies. By continuing to use our site you are agreeing to our
Cookie Policy. Accept Reject. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Would love your thoughts, please comment. Kawasaki engines are for lawn
mowers what Honda engines are for Generators â€” ultra-dependable. Then, there is the case of
this zero turn mower boasting of a 50 inch cutting deck with total of 7 cutting positions between
4. Choose your speed with the Smart Speed control system, decide whether to mow in leisure or
get a jumpstart with the highest speed setting that cuts down mowing time by at least 25
percent as opposed to an average zero turn mower! This Toro zero turn mower, because of its
engine size and construction can also tow and hitch accessories to the rear making it the most
versatile among all the best zero turn mowers. Other notable mentions of this Toro zero turn
mower include a 3 gallon gas tank and 10 gauge steel frame. First and foremost, I have to say
these high contoured seats are just marvelous to sit for hours on end! Yeah, I never thought I
would ever say this, but this has got to be the most comfortable riding mower I have ever tried
out or owned. Best deal I ever made! This zero turn mower unfortunately does need a bit more
maintenance than usually, but it can be overlooked with regards to its designed and the ease
with which it transforms from a Zero Turn Mower into a tractor! Yes, you read right. This Toro
zero turn mower with its Kawasaki 23 HP engine can actually tow accessories behind and
manage inclinations of more than 10 degrees, but not as much as a lawn tractor can. Changing
speed, starting the engine and such trivial activities are intuitive if not simple. It took me a few
minutes, browsing through the included manual to get started. Besides, the cabby portion with
all the sticks, levers and whatnot actually has plenty of stickers with information plastered
across it. The end result, is a supremely even and good looking cut. And, cut quality does not
change with wet grass or on mulching. You get a total of 7 positions each ranging between 1.
This engine does make a little more noise than what I am attuned with ZTRs, but it does pump

out way more torque and plenty of speed. I did not notice any major change in engine noise,
speed and torque trying to tow over 80kg of bricks in my add-on wheelbarrow that I have for a
smaller ride-on I own. The only one place where Toro riding lawn mowers tend to lose a lot of
points is the amount of maintenance they demand. Other than the engine, everything else is
either procured or manufactured overseas keeping cost viability in view, which in turn leads to
things cracking, breaking and so forth. For starters, I advise changing out the blades asap
before you even consider mulching. Try the Oregon Gator blades, they ought to fit perfectly on
this mower and also produce an excellent final result. The fuel lines too tend to snap on a
regular basis so keep a few spares lying around. Basically treat it like you would your car by
checking its performance every month to ensure it stays healthy and responsive. In the long
run, 3 year warranty does take care of any major defect or complication with the engine or
otherwise, but you will have to spend a bit more on tiny replacements and repairs when you
can. Second lasted once season, about 10 cuts. After stored in garage all winter, using ethanol
free gas, it quit after 30 min 1st cut in spring. Under warranty supposedly. Bought extra
warranty through Home Depot but they do not honor it. Diagnosis is clogged carburetor needs
to replaced with service required. Out weeks, almost dollars. NOT covered by warranty. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Are you looking for a new
mower? Do you want to know which one is the best, the cheapest or the most powerful? Zero
Turn Mowers. Add To Wishlist. Buy this item. Toro Timecutter SS Well, if I wanted to spend this
amount of money and had enough empty space in my garden shed, I would get this SS model
without a doubt. Luckily, this is not a zero turn mower that you need worry a lot on, it will nag
you a bit, but its performance, versatility and motor power will steal your heart. Ease of Use. Cut
Quality. Height Adjustment. Motor Power. Cost effectiveness. Mower Type. Deck Size. Speed
Control. Electric Start. CARB Compliant. Height Positions. Height inch. Engine Brand. Motor
Info. Forward Speed mph. Reverse Speed mph. Reply Glen Dougherty May 1, at pm. Bought this
for dollars. Mover was replaced for belt issue after 1st cut Second lasted once season, about 10
cuts. Bought extra warranty through Home Depot but they do not honor it Taken to lawn mower
repair. Lawn growingâ€¦. Leave a reply Cancel reply. About Top5LawnMowers. As a lawn mower
experts, we review and test the models shown at this webite. Top 5 Comparison Charts will
definitely ease up your buying decision! Please visit us again soon! Home Contact us Privacy
Policy. Recent Posts. This company is not yet accredited. See reviews below to learn more or
submit your own review. Thank you, you have successfully subscribed to our newsletter! Enjoy
reading our tips and recommendations. A link has directed you to this review. Its location on
this page may change next time you visit. For more information about reviews on
ConsumerAffairs. I've owned Toro push mowers and have always been excellent so buying a
riding lawn mower Toro is the best I think for usage and reliability and my Grandfather ran a
lawn mower shop and he said Toro mowers were the best you can buy. Toro has the parts
needed when repairs are required. I have several other Toro products I enjoy at present. I have
their snowblower, push lawn mower, weed wacker, and hedge trimmer. All have been excellent
performers for years. I am very happy with the Toro line. Get buying tips about Riding Mower
delivered to your inbox. I would never even consider buying another brand due to my positive
experience. That was a wise choice. If you want a lawn mower that is durable and long lasting,
buy a Toro. When you put the Toro in gear and grab the handles, it's like being a king in your
yard. My neighbor hates it when I get on my Toro to cut my paradise path. He knows he has to
get up and cut his too. The neighbor's kid will say to his dad, "He is cutting his yard daddy, you
gotta cut your yard now. Needed a new lawnmower, and also wanted an electric start. This
mower was perfect for my needs. And the price was also very good. I found that the mower is a
bit awkward to handle around corners and when backing up due to the configuration with the
drive handle bar and also because it is a bit heavy for these maneuvering activities. I had not
noticed this until I tried to store the mower in my normal spot. Had to change the storage to my
larger shed. Overall, great mower cut. I was told the Turf Master was a good mower. I was
concerned about the price but decided to buy it despite my concern. Turns out it worthless. It
won't cut grass without bogging down. It won't pick up leaves. Half the time I am not even sure
the blades are turning. If Toro would give me my money back I would gladly give them their
mower back. It seriously was a huge waste of my money. I regret making this purchase. It the
worst lawn mower I have ever owned. Called a Toro dealer and I do have a warranty on my
lawnmower. When I explained to the guy what was wrong with the machine, he told me they
were not servicing lawnmowers for the rest of the year. What a way to do business. I will not be
buying Toro products anymore. You buy the product and they dump you off like your service
doesn't mean anything. I am very disappointed at the way I was treated and will not shop there
again! No hills, no fields. TORO's warranty service center upon inspection claim they found
oxidation rust in the bottom of one of the cylinders. They found pitting in the cylinder wall. They

didn't think it was a manufacturer defect. Denied the warranty claim. The mower was stored in a
shed. There is no external damage or evidence of rust on the exterior of the mower. The service
repair center or TORO can't or wont give any explanation as to the cause of the motor failure.
None of the grass goes in the bag. It goes everywhere but you can literally see it blowing out
through the front of the lawn mower, worst lawn mower I've ever owned in 48 years. I guess it's
time to move on to another brand. I've had 6 Toro mowers with 3 warranty claims. They have
never honored their warranty. My last mower a Zero Turn had a plastic pulley come apart during
the warranty period and their explanation was that it was wear and tear. They said they only
cover manufacturer defects. I'm not sure how you determine whether it's wear and tear or a
manufacturer defect when you haven't even seen the item. Never had this problem with any
other manufacture I've bought from. Lifetime guarantee: These riding mowers have a lifetime
guarantee for industry-leading protection. Focus on durability: The parts used in the Toro riding
mowers have a high-quality design with every step taken to increase durability. Adjustable
floating suspension: The suspension smooths out a rough ride and creates a comfortable seat.
Multiple speed ranges: Toro riding mowers offer multiple speeds for full control. The
ConsumerAffairs Research Team believes everyone deserves to make smart decisions. We aim
to provide readers with the most up-to-date information available about today's consumer
products and services. Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy.
Unsubscribe easily. Shop on Ace. Toro Lawn Mowers Shop on Ace. Get trending consumer
news and recalls. Sort: Top reviews. Top reviews. Most helpful. Filter by: Any. How do I know I
can trust these reviews about Toro? Page 1 Reviews 0 - Original review: Sept. Not sure how to
choose? Original review: Aug. Original review: May 20, Needed a new lawnmower, and also
wanted an electric start. Original review: Nov. Original review: Oct. Toro author review by
ConsumerAffairs Toro develops cutting edge riding mowers and has a year history. Get the
news you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. The Toro
TimeMaster 30 in delivered what consumers would expect from a gas-powered mower with a
inch cutting deck: faster cutting time and lesser passes. Most users noted though that the
TimeMaster 30 in lacked the power to mulch and cut through thick grass effectively. Despite the
lack of power, some
2003 ford taurus belt routing
1999 volkswagen jetta owners manual
2008 chevy tahoe parts diagram
purchasers found that it still got the job done when maintaining a regularly cut lawn. Mulching ,
Bagging , Side Discharge. Q: What engine does the Toro TimeMaster 30 in have? Q: How many
blades does the mower have? A: This mower has two blades. A: The mower has a minimum
cutting height of 1. Q: Is the mower front-wheel drive or rear-wheel drive? A: The mower is
rear-wheel drive. Q: Is a bagger included? A: Yes, the mower comes with a grass catcher. Toro
TimeMaster 30 in Final Score. Final Score A score from 1 to based on reviews all over the web
combined with our team of experts. Check Best Price. We spent 6. A good number of owners
liked the wide inch cutting deck that reduced mowing time significantly. At least one purchaser
mentioned that the TimeMaster does not mulch as well as other gas-powered mowers. Bottom
Line. Video Reviews. The Greener Lawn. RVA Lawn Love. It is recommended to use a fluid film
spray to protect the deck and other metal parts from corrosion. Similar Products.

